Master General

Domestic Master General Will Make Official Visit to Providence College

Cap and Gown Day

In honor of the official visitation by the Dominican Master General, "Cap and Gown" Day, for the class of 1945, has been moved up to this Friday, March 5th. The Rev. William R. Clark, O.P., moderator of the Dominican class, announces.

Father Clark will be celebrant of a Mass at 9:30 a.m. which will be offered for the class of 1945, as well as for the day. All juniors will witness the academic investiture with the traditional mass on the 154 members of the graduating class. The Rev. Rev. High Mass, O.P., P.H.D., Gravam, will deliver a special sermon for the occasion.

Speaking before the large crowd in the Hartke Hall Auditorium, Sunday night, Father Quinn went on to cite the various philosophies which exist in our day, "can be attributed to the public, entitled. "Education of man considered as a biological faculty of reason." But their experiences in the form of animal life with the added and supernatural, such as right reason and revelation show him to be."

The Very Rev. Emanuel Suarez, O.P., Provincial of the Province of Saint Joseph, which embraces all Dominican houses in eastern United States, has been visiting Providence College, in the company of other Dominican priests, high in the Order, has been visiting Dominican Houses of Study, schools, churches, priories, and convents in the United States. He intends to visit all of them before returning to Rome.

In the group coming to the College are the Most Rev. Paul A. Shea, O.P., S.T.M., Provincial General of the Order, and the Very Rev. T. S. McDermott, O.P., Provincial of the Province of Saint Joseph, who is a charter member of this Dominican Order. Father McDermott is President of the Providence College Corporation.

Solemn High Mass Will Be Celebrated To Honor Aquinas

The feast of St. Thomas Aquinas will be celebrated with a solemn high Mass being sung at nine o'clock Monday morning in the Hartke Hall Auditorium in the presence of the Master General, the Provincial, and the President of the College.

The Rev. Charles H. McKenna, O.P., Chaplain, will be the celebrant. The Rev. Timothy K. Shanahan, O.P., Dean of Aquinas Hall, will serve as Deacon and the Rev. Matthew St. Germain, O.P., Dean of Discipline, will be Sub-Deacon.

The Analysts will be James Eagan, 48, of Providence, and Joseph Flynn, 48, of New Haven. Paul Donnelly, 48, of Providence, will act as Thurifer, and James Thorris, 31, of Providence, will be the Cross Bearer.

The Glee Club under the direction of the Rev. Leo R. Cannon, O.P., will assist at the Mass and as their special tribute to the Master General will sing "Concordi Laetitia," "Land of Hope and Glory," "Paxsin Angelicus," and "Stella Matutina."

The Master General will address the student body following the Mass. Afterwards, official pictures of the Holy Name parade in Boston last October will be shown.

Call For Talent

The Pyramidal Players are suffering from a lack of musical talent for their forthcoming Spring Musical, "Aquinas," which is to be directed by Henry J. Keenan, 50, Prominent Director, no worthwhile effort can be made towards the realization of a production which will be a credit to the College and a source of great satisfaction to the student body respond.

Mr. Keenan urges those singers, dancers, and instrumentalists who have preferred to remain unknown and unseen for one reason or another to better themselves in order that the

Press Association Sponsor Conference At Brown Herald

The Rhode Island Intercollegiate Press Association of which the COWL is a charter member, held its first conference of the year Monday evening in the Herald Bureau, Brown University, Saturday.

Dr. Bruce Biglow, vice-president of Brown University, welcomed the conference and spoke from the subjects and colleges.

The conference, open both to college and to high school students, consisted of a general meeting and several panels dealing with the aspects and problems of journalism. The Rev. Charles H. McKenna, O.P., moderator of the COWL and Vertac, and members of both staffs were in attendance.

Douglas A. Brennan of the Curtis Publishing Company presented a sound and color film entitled "Magazine Magic" which dealt with the growth and production of Curtis publications.

Following the meeting, Mr. Brennan gave a short talk on the excellent career possibilities in the writing and creative fields. As evidence of the constant need for new talent in magazine work, he mentioned that 270 new contributors to the Curtis publications in 1945. Mr. Brennan then answered various questions from the audience on the art of magazine material desired and the method of sending it to the publishing company.

Concurrently with this session, Mr. Joseph Lonzelli of Brigham Junior High School, Pawtucket, gave a short talk and conducted a discussion period on "Minigographed Newspapers." Mr. Webster Youlden of the Providence Bulletin sports staff lectured on "Sports Reporting."

Jeanette Hopkins, feature writer of the Brown Daily, participated in the interest.

Fr. Slavin Stresses Religious Devotion In Special Address

The Very Rev. Robert J. O'Neill, O.P., Provincial of the Province of Saint Joseph, recently addressed the student body at a special assembly in the Student Union. He dealt with the subject of "Religious Devotion."

It is one thing, he said, to know the duty, but it is another to do it. The modern mind is suffering from intolerant people who have missed the real source of man's equality with man.

He declared: "One might think America is suffering from intolerance but what she is fundamentally suffering from is a lack of tolerance. America is suffering from the comparatively small amount of license, of justice, of chaos. There is no other subject today in which there is more confusion. In a sense, the tolerance is the drunk.

The modern mind has missed the real source of man's equality. It does not know what it is."

To Honor Aquinas

The feast of St. Thomas Aquinas will be celebrated at a solemn high Mass being sung at nine o'clock Mon...
CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN'S LIVES

Two hundred thirty million children today are the innocent but suffering victims of a war that they did not start. This is emphasized by the fact that, in the files of our engraver, a terrifying number of helpless children are slowly but surely dying of starvation and its attendant diseases. The more fortunate ones, the ones a few years younger than ourselves, are already working like hogs for food while the children of Europe and Asia, who, along with us, are the children of God.

We, as Americans, benefited materially from those sacrifices on the part of our allies in Europe and Asia. If it made sense for the peoples of those countries to scorch their earth, does it not make sense for us to help them? Must we not now help assure their children a chance to survive and grow to normal adulthood?

The CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN, sponsored by American Overseas Aid—United Nations Appeal for Children, aims at raising $60,000,000 during the month of March. This appeal has the complete cooperation of twenty-six American welfare agencies, including the War Relief Services of the National Catholic Welfare Conference.

Lent is a time of sacrifices. What better way can we share in the Divine Life of Charity than by depriving ourselves of a few expenditures on pleasure and pudole and giving the proceeds to the children of Europe and Asia, who, along with us, are the children of God.

Let us perform our act of almsgiving by making your contribution to AOA-UNAC, New York City, right away. Remember TWO HUNDRED THIRTY MILLION CHILDREN ARE DYING OF STARVATION. You can help change the situation.
**Vet Doesn't Worry About Loss of Legs**

**But Does 'Worry' About Exams, Etc.**

**Francis Crudele**

**Wounded In Italy**

A chronic worrier is not a totally strange person in this world of ours. Some people just have to worry. They can't help it, even when they try to cease to lead a normal life according to their way of thinking. Such a person is Francis Crudele, a 23-year-old former Marine business student from North Providence.

Paradoxically, though, he doesn't worry about the one thing which, if he is a worrier by habit, would invoke his thoughts to abyssmal depths. Francis is an amputee. Both his legs are off five inches below the knee. He was wounded in Caserta, Italy, as the result of an impromptu bombing raid. But you would never know it from watching him walk around the corridors. Francis is a determined, independent fellow, who knows what he wants out of life.

He is a married man and the father of a 2-year-old boy. Moreover, this softspoken, ex-service-citizen could make a comfortably living solely on his singing ability, but right now he content to live a quiet life, worrying about everything from daily quizzes to meeting his wife for the Thursday evening shopping for groceries.

But did he worry about the loss of his legs while spending over a year at the Walter Reed General Hospital? No. Instead, he was program director of a radio show. He concentrated on singing and "worrying" about staging a good performance. The interview with this chronic worrier ended on a note that was reminiscent to the true story. He walked into the hospital when Frannie, who is a graduate of Hope College, rang the bell. His hobbies are photography and reading, and to some extent pipe smoking. He has several pipes which he said. He meant to say that he wanted. Francis came back to Providence to lead a quiet life and to have children.

The Rhode Island Confederate of Musicians offered him a four-year voice scholarship, but after one year of study he decided to enter Providence College with an eye towards entering a business career. Besides studying voice, he was on a daily radio program "Melodic Design" which was aired from one of the local stations. That still left him, he said, "with twenty three and a half hours with books, but then there was the worry about."

Francis was associated with many prominent people in the entertainment field. He met his wife while visiting patients at the hospital. At the same time he was in the employ of the F.B.I. in Washington, but she was just visiting patients at the hospital when Francis turned the tables on her and "got her woman."

Meaning, of course, Providence. Francis' parents were totally unaware of his son's condition. He had written and written that he had a broken ankle, even went so far to send them pictures that showed him standing and with other patients.

It wasn't until almost a year after the amputation that his parents knew the true story. He walked into the house at 5 o'clock in the evening with his crutches. He talked with his parents and two sisters until three in the morning. He told them all that he was hit and saw the extent of his injuries, thoughts of his mother and the fact that he would not be able to dance again moved his mind. They then thought about meeting his wife for the Thursday evening shopping for groceries. He wanted. Francis came back to Providence to lead a quiet life and to have children.

Three Freshmen were sworn into the Friars Club last week at a formal meeting which also marked the twentieth anniversary of the club's existence. Stephen E. Marcucci of New Haven, Joseph A. Bouchard of Nashua, New Hampshire, and William J. Kerr of New Britain, Connecticut, took the Friars' oath. Was increasing the organization's membership to thirty. The president of the Friars Club, Joseph R. Flynn, of Hamden, Connecticut, in reviewing the history of the club, told the members of the success now being enjoyed by the club's first officers in both the business and religious orders.

The Friars Club, whose activities extend to the solicitation of athletic names and assisting at the college's sporting and social events came to existence mainly through the efforts of John F. Farrell, former Graduate Manager of Athletics, and now executive secretary of the Providence College Alumni Association.

Mr. Farrell, who is also a former president of the Alumni Association, is responsible to a marked degree for the success that Providence College enjoyed in athletic competition during the late twenties.

Mr. Farrell, '28, the first president, is a Doctor of Medical Dentistry in New Haven and a prominent member of many civic organizations. Dr. Flynn is an uncle of the former president. Vice-President, William F. McDermott, '28, is a Marine Insurance executive, and past president of the Alumni Association.

Prominent Singer

On Radio Shows

"Do as good as we can—that's the way I want to do Dentyne Chewing Gum's grand Saver! And let me say right out another thing about Dentyne— it keeps your teeth white."

Dentyne Gum — Made Only by Adams
A BALLPLAYER'S BALLPLAYER

The greatest tribute that can be paid an athlete is the simple statement: "He was a ballplayer." Frank Crosetti, who only in his twentieth year in major league
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By VIN CINQUEGRANA.

For the second time this season Coach McClellan's clan, pushed along beautifully by some handy and opportune shooting by B.C.'s Danny Bricker, Carr, and Phil Kenny, put the damper on our hustling Friars to the tune of 51-41.

It developed, from the outset, into a contest of two teams battling under the stress of a terrific letdown after suffering heart-breaking setbacks from the themselves into tedious lead at the game on fouls. The Friars drove in continually in an affect picture of frustration as the any consistency as both ended up with were the only Friars who scored with points for B.C. Sowa and Bresnahan soars as high as the Friars expecta-tion that must be hurdled, but if the score soars as high as the Friars expecta-tion that must be hurdled, but if the score...

U.S. Looking For Kramer Substitute

ABSOlute SUPERiority of American amateur tennis teams may get a rather rude shock come summer when the Davis Cup tourna-ment begins.

At the time of this writing, the U. S. is definitely the biggest barrier in the Davis Cup tourna-ment which opens in May for the U. S. and State Game. . .

As a consolation prize he was awarded two pairs of sox and finished in a tie for second place in "B" Division.

The championship game in the "A" Division was thrilling contest of the season. The Conquerors, the majority of whom are in college, defeated a local group of Connecticut high school students...
Master General to Visit Providence College

(Continued from Page 1)

tus Magnus Hall—and an Alumni re-
ception will be conducted.

Governor John O. Pastore, Mayor
Dennis J. Roberts, representatives of
other Rhode Island and New England
universities and colleges, and other
honorary alumni, alumni and students
are expected to participate in the
opening ceremony honoring Father Suarez.

Father Suarez was born November 5,
1885, in Campomanes, Asturias, Spain.
He took the Dominican habit on August 28, 1913, and was professed
the following year. He took degrees
in philosophy and theology at Salam-
nun University, being graduated with
honors. After further study at the Uni-
versity of Madrid, Father Suarez
received another degree in Theology
and one in civil law, receiving both
doctorate degrees summa cum laude.

He was called to the Angelicum in
Rome for teaching and further study
and while there took the Roma course
and wrote for a thesis. "De Remo-
zione Parentalis", which is now regarded
as a classic in Canon Law. He was
the Promotor of Justice in the Domin-
nican Curia, Consultant to the Sacred
Congregations of the Councils of the
Sacraments, and the Oriental Church.
member of the Vigilance Committee
for Ecclesiastical Tribunals on Matrim-
onal Cases, Consultant to the Roman
Commission on the Interpretation of
the Coda Advocate of the Sacred Rota
as well as Defender Vinculli for that
body, and a praenotral judge of the
Tribunal of the Roman Vicerarum. He
is an accomplished linguist in Spanish,
German, French, English and Italian.

"I've tried them all and I like Chesterfield the best"

Louis Jourdan

STARTING IN
DINO DELUCA'S PRODUCTION
"THE PARADISE CASE"

DIEFORD

"Liggett & Myers buy as fine tobacco as there is grown. They buy only mild, sweet cigarette tobacco."

"I smoke only Chesterfield cigarettes and I have smoked them right from the start."

P. Harry

TOBACCO FARMER: WILSON, S. C.

WHY I smoke Chesterfield
(FROM A SERIES OF STATEMENTS BY NOTABLE TOBACCO FARMERS)
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